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I want a candy cane too! Everyone loves a candy cane-but it's easy to overlook the meaning of this

familiar Christmas tradition in all the hustle and bustle of the season. This sweet story reminds little

ones that the candy cane represents Jesus' birth and the gospel message too.
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I want a candy cane too! Everyone loves a candy cane-but it's easy to overlook the meaning of this

familiar Christmas tradition in all the hustle and bustle of the season. This sweet story reminds little

ones that the candy cane represents Jesus' birth and the gospel message too.

Crystal Bowman loves writing books for kids. Her books come in all shapes and sizes and many of

them have become best sellers. Whether her stories are written in playful rhythm and rhyme, or

short sentences for beginning readers, she tries to make them so enjoyable that kids will want to

read them over and over again. "But the most important part," she says, "is to teach children that

God loves them and cares about them very much."You can find Claudine diving the oceans with

Technicolor fish, camel riding in the Sahara, trekking in a jungle populated with wild monkeys, or

exploring the African savanna in search of huge elephants. Although adventurous, she sometimes

gets scared when coming upon a giant spider or other scary beasts. At that time she heads back to



the comfort of her studio, where she draws all the wonderful things she saw and dreams of her next

visit to faraway lands.

Downloaded the kindle version and read to my childrens church class with red and white candy

canes they loved it. i will say if you are not religious and you look at baby Jesus as a myth or folktale

and you just want a little story to read to your kids this is not the book for you.This is for those who

really believe in not only the birth but also the death of Christ Jesus. I dont know where ppl are

getting the violent part from it just simply states what the red and the white part of the candy cane

represents and the whole reason and meaning of Jesus birth. Its a really good book i would

recommend it!

My wife wanted this for her Pre School class. She loves it. Quality book, solid, heavyweight pages,

nice illustrations. Well made. I have not read it, I am waiting for the movie.S is for Slow shipping.

Ordered this for Christmas and it came 4 months later.

Beautiful book in rhyme. The illustrations are wonderful. The book was much much bigger than I

thought it would be. Not your standard size board book that's for sure. The story about how the

candy cane came to be is really sweet and shares the story of Jesus in a fun and interesting way

with the children.

Love this book! There are basically two or three sentences per page turn, which makes it bearable

for short attention spans. It is BIG, which is nice compared to the post card-sized books you get

nowadays. The story content is awesome. Deep enough to get meaning out of it, but not over

anyone's head.

This sweet, rhyming story is a huge hit in our home among adults and kids alike. We love that it tells

the story of Christmas so well.

My 20-month-old loves this! He can identify the wreath, Christmas tree, snow, and J on the front

cover, as well as numerous items within. I like how it combines the Christmas we see with the

background of the holiday.

When I was a little girl, one of my teachers at school would always tell us the story of the candy



cane. As Christmas was approaching this year, I wanted to find a book that told a similar story for

toddlers. This one was perfect! We read it together almost every night and it has taught my children

the true meaning of Christmas. I'm so thankful for this book. It has fostered some very good family

discussions and has created warm Christmas memories.

This story packs a real punch for the length. It talks about the real meaning of Christmas and goes

beyond that to talk about how Jesus came to wipe our sins away and be the savior for those who

accept him. This book is a great foundation to set for very little kids about these topics.
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